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7th & 8th Grade Basketball

The 7th and 8th grade basketball team has worked very hard once again this season. The Jr. High
Lady Panthers won the conference game against Keota. They are Riverside Athletic Conference Champs.
Their hard work has showed through their great wins of the season. Pictured below are the J.H. Lady
Panthers along with Coach Wheat and Coach Arnold.
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Cross Telephone Porum Invitational
Tournament 2019
Porum high school hosts an invitational tournament every year. All of the teams were invitation
only. It lasted from January 21st -26th Porum FCCLA ran the hospitality room. The Porum Lady Panthers
got 2nd place in the tournament. The girls defeated Quinton, 42-23 and Kinta, 37-29 during the tour.

Article by Madison Parsons

Elementary Basketball
The 4th grade basketball team had a great year. This year the fourth grade girls won 12 games
and only lost 1 and the boys won all of their games. The fifth and sixth grade boys won 12 games but lost
3 games. We asked Coach Arnold what were some of their best moments this year and he replied, “The
fourth grade girls’ best moment was defeating Wainwright at the buzzer. The fourth grade boys’ best
moment was defeating Oktaha to win the Whitefield tournament, and the fifth and sixth grade boy’s
best moments were winning almost all their games by double digits. This is has been incredible season
for elementary basketball and looking forward to the next years coming up.”
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Article by Angela Hood

Mosaic Art
Mrs. Spradlin’s humanities class is learning about ancient Rome. They made mosaic pictures out
of tiny pieces of paper. A mosaic is a piece of art or image made from the assembling of small pieces of
colored glass, stone, or other materials. It is often used in decorative art or as interior decoration.
Mosaics have a long history, starting in Mesopotamia in the 3rd millennium BC. The pictures were

displayed by the cafeteria.

-Madison Parsons

FFA
A few of the boys in FFA went on a quail hunt with Mr. Womack. Tanner Franklin was one of the
boys that went. Tanner Franklin said, “Mr. Womack took Jesse, Gavin, Hunter, Kolby, and me to the
Legislative Quail Hunt. We were hired to clean the birds after they were shot. This event happened at
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Bill Inhofe’s ranch in Muskogee. In two days, we cleaned over 800 birds. It was a really good experience
getting to meet lots of legislators.”

-

Agriculture Teacher Expo
Alaysia Barbie and Ethan Shoemake went to the Ag Teacher Expo to learn about being Ag teachers. They
went January 15, 2019. I asked Alyasia Barbie questions about her trip.

Why did you decide to go to the teacher expo? -“To further my knowledge of the world of agriculture
teaching and I went to Eskimo Joes after.” What do you plan to do in the future as an agriculture
teacher?-“I plan to inspire kids to be a part of agriculture and its many opportunities.” She has a fun
time at the Expo. Alaysia learned more about agriculture and she plans to continue doing agriculture as
long as she can.
-Sabrina Brady
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Khyle Flynn Vype Magazine
Recognition
Khyle Flynn made it in the Three Rivers All-Vype Magazine. Khyle Flynn is
junior in the eleventh grade and a starting linebacker in football. Khyle Flynn
worked hard to be successful in football and because of this he has earned
his recognition in the Three Rivers All -Vype magazine. – Sara Parsons

Senior Night
The main reason for Senior Night is to recognize the seniors and their parents for all of the hard
work they have done. As you can see in the pictures, that night is an emotional night for the seniors and
their parents. Some of the seniors realized that this is the last regular season home game for them in
front of their biggest fans. As for all of the seniors, they realize that this is their last home game as a
student. As for their parents, they realize that their kids are all grown up and are ready for their next
chapter in life.

- Jacob Lakeman
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Spelling Bee
On Friday February 8th Porum Elementary grades 1st- 6th grade had their school spelling bee.
Before the 8th they also had their class spelling bee and two from each class could qualify for the school
spelling bee. Only three could win the school spelling bee. Those three are 7th grade Jesse Duke for first
place, 4th grade Saylyr Corbell for second place, and 4th grade Lucas Ross for 3rd. Although we had three
winners, only two can attend. Jesse Duke along with Saylyr Corbell are going to Muskogee on April 5th to
compete against other schools.

Article by Hanna Tallon
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